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Edge Protection Product Range
All of our cores are made from 100% UK recycled board.
The raw material is manufactured on site making us the most
competitive in the industry.
We can advise on specification and stock holding saving you
money, time and space.

Cardboard Edge Protection
i
i
i
i

5 day lead time.
This product can be made to your bespoke length.
Produced with a full brown finish these light weight 100%
recyclable edge guards provide a cost effective protection for
your goods.
Edge guards reduce customer complaints, damage and
rejected deliveries and present your product in a professional
way.

Notched Edge Protection / Reel Guards
i 15 day lead time.
i Protect reels, barrels and cylindrical products with our range
of notched edge guard.
i 100% recyclable, they are a cost effective way to move your
goods in an environmentally friendly way
i Perfect for preventing damage edges in transit in a cost
effective and environmentally friendly way.

Splash Proof Edge
i
i
i
i

10 day lead time
These can be used to support fruit / veg / salad boxes to give
added protection against dew / rain.
Offer a corner protection to goods that are stored in a
changeable environment with high humidity.
Ideal for garden centres, green houses and fruit picking.

Pallet Edge Protectors
i 5 day lead time.
i Pallet Edge protectors are the ideal way to protect your goods
in transit.
i 100% recyclable, they are a cost effective way to move your
goods in an environmentally friendly way.
i They offer minimum waste for the end user and can be made
to any length you require.
i We offer industry leading lead-times have stock sizes
available.
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